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No Title, 2014
5 + 1 AP
79,5 x 79,5  x 4 cm

Chromogenic print and artisan frame.
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No Title, 2014
5 + 1 AP
122 x 66  x 4 cm

Chromogenic print and artisan frame.

No Title, 2014
5 + 1 AP
122 x 86,5  x 4 cm

Chromogenic print and artisan frame.
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No Title, 2014
3 + 1 AP
190 x 110  x 108 cm

Stone powder and biaxial fiberglass mesh. 

(Floor) No Title, 2014
3 + 1 AP
165 x 135  x 20 cm

Stone powder and biaxial fiberglass mesh. 
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No Title, 2014
Unique piece
210 x 220  x 140 cm

Stone powder and biaxial fiberglass mesh. 
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Monedas, 2014
Unique piece
80 x 30  x 30 cm 

Stone powder and biaxial fiberglass mesh. 
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At the height of the Spanish economic crisis in 2010 
I visited a company in Madrid producing three dimen-
sional replicas that in five years went from appearing 
in Science magazine to making porexpan hearts for 
fake wedding cakes. 

They had taken part in the fabrication of replicas of 
several caves from the Cantabrian coast in the late 
1990’s. During the spanish economic bubble, the 
company was in charge of scanning, to the highest 
quality at that time, several cave paintings that were 
soon to be closed to the public. 

The cave walls sheltered humans from the extreme 
meteorological conditions of the Upper Paleolithic. 
Now, 13.000 years after the caves were  occupied, 
conditions have changed. Rising temperatures 
and mild climatic conditions allowed 7,000 millions 
humans beings to inhabit every remote corner of 
the planet. 

Nomads turned sedentary, hunting turned into lei-
sure, and magic into spectacle. Humans switched 
from active to pasive and masses were driven from 
one place to another. Visitors come in thousands as 
well to every place that’s now a site, and their brea-
th carries biological potentials longing for existence 
as well.

The cave wall was always there, unaware of other 
temporalities.

Then scans were made to reproduce the cave sur-
faces and prevent them from being damaged, as 
they had become allergic to humans. The replicas 
of some of them became museums, places where 
visitors could exhale on some other real, and spread 
out in gift shops and restaurants.

Other scanned cave surfaces were not so crucial 
for the Eurocentric narrative construction and were 
therefore not reproduced. When the company went 
bankrupt along with the whole Spanish economy, 
the scans entered a standby period, saved as digital 
data. The scanned 3D files were saved on Zip drives, 
a floppy disc which seemed to be the ultimate sto-
rage format in the 90’s but became outdated in the 
00’s; by the 10’s we could hardly find any readers 
for them. 

So here we are in front of a scan from an inacces-
sible wall, recorded in an unreadable format as some 
kind of digital archeology. Every translation involves 
a loss. When our only reference is a low-fi digital in-
terpretation, it seems like we attend to an industrial 
metabolism of magnifying losses.

Skins 
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This leads us again to the Eurocentric or Franco—
Hispanocentric perspective, revealing how history 
also erases history using capacites to set up a stan-
dard or to dictate what is pre- or post- in relation to 
sanctioned measurement.

Exercise of the unnecessary

The works in Skins address notions of surface, the 
superficiality of time and constructs of relevance and 
necessity. They lean physically on the phenomena 
and technology involved in the replica. 

The scanning technology used in the ‘90s reprodu-
ce the cave in a manner redolent of the technologi-
cal horizon of that time. Is through technology that 
the visual is engineered, and we only know the visi-
ble contingencies of the past through the defined in-
terventions of particular technologies of the present.

In the beginning we mentioned an “industrial me-
tabolism of magnifying losses”. Here we suggest a 
constructive use of that loss. We aknowledge that 
the 3D scanner (unlike human visión) sees no ima-
ge. It’s a selective eye, that touches with ultrasound 
waves, not with light. It just reads form and volume. 
X-Y-Z. The scanner used in those caves read the 
same naked volume that these prehumans confron-
ted. No color, no representation, no magic symbo-
lism. Just raw, connotation-free-cave-skin; but yes, 
with a delay. The delay of techne, the same one that 
borught them to foreground. 

The result is a file that has no depth, and no cultural 
information. An interpretation enslaved by its time, a 
time of exponential mutations. 

After that file what has happened is a production 
of the cave surfaces by the same procedure, compa-
nies and workers that took part in the production of 
Altamira cave and others. Skins uses the language 
and imperfections of the replica not to hide its struc-
ture, but to  make it transparent and bring the walls 
to a stage prior to human intervention. They refuse to 
represent anything but themselves.

They are just fragments of a larger totality, edited by 
historcal chance. It’s not a rewind or a fast forward, 
its more reformatting that wall information into a 
real previous to representation, liberating them from 
the historical, political and cultural weight acquired 
through time.

Politics of the replica

The notion of replica is crucial for the western fictio-
nal construction of space and time. As with amuse-
ment parks or World Expos, in cave replicas distan-
ces and waiting times are hightened and fragmented 
in order to fit a comprehensible experience and keep 
up attention and excitement. Reality is too vast for 
our participatory rythms, shapened by the culture of 
music singles or video compilations.

As Bataille noted, the Lascaux cave “participate[s] 
in the spirit of the festival overflowing the world of 
work, necesary for the protection of this world”. The 
excuse of protection led to the closure of the real 
cave and the production of the replica. In every trans-
lation there is always an interpretation.

The politics that permit a reduction of life cycles into 
artificial rythms have powerful implications. Opposite 
to natural cycles like the seasons or natural light ti-
mes, the fictionalization of people’s experience and 
the use of confected temporalities to have establi-
shed productive fictions like electoral cycles or wor-
king days and weekends. The politics of the replica, 
as we will call it, help to reduce history into compre-
hensible terms and interpretations. The visitor wants 
to belive, so the visit to the replica legitimizes other 
fictions and multiples.

Economic development implies overproduction and 
superfluity. The time reserved for leisure is a crucial 
ingredient of consumer society as leisure itself beco-
mes a major source of business. Crisis demands edi-
ting and measuring the object’s relevance. The positi-
ve aspect of systemic crisies provokes drastic editing.

Elastic history

History is written by those in possession of language 
and the tools of expression. Taking this one step fur-
ther, after Walter Benjamin, the next logical step in a 
validated history, depends on the ability to reproduce 
and spread narration.  

The Eurocentric construction of reality and its ability 
to authenticate and overwhelm the world with its ver-
sion of history is provoked by the capacity to overwri-
te others—that is, by symbolic overload.

A clear example is furnished by recent cave disco-
veries in Indonesia. Found in the 1980’s there was 
no rush to date them, and once they where dated 
were proven to be 40.000 years old. There was no 
rush make this public, especially when the new repli-
ca of Chauvet in France is about to be inaugurated in 
2016 with an investment of  60 million euros.
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There is no restoration posible, for any restoration is 
a new object.  These pieces deal with that finiteness 
of the replica by reformatting the wall skins on an 
exercise of the unnecessary.

They constitute the timeline of a surface in relation 
to self-reflective anthropocentrism. The contempo-
rary time-cut of the replica, especially its simulated 
resolution, represents a technological temporality. 
Entropy and acceleration merge with quantity and 
overload. We bear witness to a viral dimension of the 
ontological exercise through which our place in the 
universe is decentered.

Carlos Irijalba 2015
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The Surface
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Puddle of sea: (Zeichstein Sea), 2013
240 million years old sea salt recrystallizing 
Variable dimensions

Is formed by 240 million-years-old sea salt recristalizing on the floor of the exhibition space. The salt comes from the drillings Akzo-Nobel 
extracts from a Triasic period dried sea, lying 400 meters under the Netherlands. The floor of this studio has its own topography, an insig-
nificant relief  but the salt reveals the slight hills and valleys formed by its use almost as a photographic process.
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Zechstein sea, 2013
Variable dimensions

2300 meters deep salt drilling from the Zechstein sea, a 240 million year old sea on the European Permian Basin which stretches from the 
east coast of England to northern Poland passing through north France, Begium and The Netherlands. The name Zechstein was formerly 
also used as a unit of time in the geologic timescale, but nowadays it is only used for the corresponding sedimentary deposits in Europe.
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Lost Map mold smelting into aluminum, 2013 
5 + 1 AP 
48 x 76 x 4,5 cm

A map is a phisical support for the representation of a territory. Here, aluminum burns the map and gets rid of the information it gives, 
showing the geography of the object itself not the one it once represented. For this purpose the material is cast liquid and then solidified. 
That order in the states of matter is what allows the object to exist now. In the same way, this object’s current state is transitory and could 
change if other conditions are given.
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Amalgam, 2013
Variable dimensions

Poured asphal waterjet cut and metal foam sheets.
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Recent history of water, 2013
Din A4 water jet cut street asphalt 
39 x 35 x 6 cm.                                                                                                                                                 

The water jet cut Din A4 asphalt stems from its material composition. In the vocabulary displayed here, asphalt means the now, our own 
contribution to the current layering of material reality. This piece in particular has more to do with our way of storing physical information, 
as the standard of a paper sheet as the main material supporting the events of recent history. On the way it was produced (cut by a 0,6 mm 
water stream) it’s shaped by the contradiction of relative states of matter aforementioned. 
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Stone reel, 2013 
Fluorite drilling and sand blasted aluminum structure
215 x 105 x 15 cm      

The drillings on the wall, come from a fluorite mine in the North of Spain. The material was extracted 300 meters below the surface of the 
earth, and assembles the 32 meters of critical point before the resouce is located. Fluorite is one of the main components in the production 
of aluminum. The drilling unfolds as a crystalized time line brought to the surface, as a film reel, ultimatelly.
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Bi83, 2014

The nomenclature for bismuth, a byproduct metal of copper and lead mining. This alloy melts at very low temperatura and shares a very 
unique quality with water and only with water: on solid state floats over its liquid state, just like ice floats over water, no other metal does 
that. This pieces is a key to this body of work which focuses on relative states of matter, as every state being transitory.
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Amalgam, 2013
5 + 1 AP
30 x 40 cm 

Grip and various chromogenic prints on glossy paper.
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200.000 year and 1 second, 2013 
5 + 1 AP
120 x 175 cm

Hahnemühle paper inkjet print with mineral pigment inks. Mounted on capafix with artisanal frame.
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File strata, 2014
5 + 1 AP
70 x 80 cm

Geologist and anthropocene official committee expert’s office.
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The conquer of a virus 
and the scale of its battlefield 

                                  

Amalgam as the opaque ability of a substance      
to forget. 

Amalgam is to override, to overwrite. To disallow   
the past. 

As opaque in appearance as transparent in its lack 
of structure. This indecipherable material responds 
to a parasite hierarchy, ours. The one where an ex-
treme close-up prevails over any possible angle. 

As a sound, it would just be a collection of echoes. 
Pure reverberation where the original source is dis-
connected and not again recognizable. 

But lifeless stuff is also subject to dynamics. The 
one of entropy, acceleration and the complication 
that systems suffer by default. That exponential pro-
gression of time and space. The opaque character of 
amalgam generates a position free of connotations 
but also the ability of mediating between subjects. 
The healing of systems by enabling them to forget.

Accumulative memory to clear a linear sequence of 
events, to cover a territory or build a new one against 
time perspective. 

Flowing is not a unique quality of the liquid, and 
liquid does not only flow. Matter and biomass are 
subject to a combination of flows and critical points       
of intensity. 

Accumulations, crystallizations and eruptions do 
not exclusively happen as certain behaviors of visible 
matter, but also occur in genetics, language or social 
dynamics. For instance: a process of sedimentation 
or mineral crystallization can be similar to how a lan-
guage permeates through a society. The design of 
social power structures resembles a stable atomic 
order, that is shaped to assure its endurance. In re-
verse, a volcanic rock structure, with its characteristic 
cavernous formations, suggest similarities with, say, 
a revolution. When we state that Occupy Wall Street, 
or the Revolt of Cairo have no form, it is because tho-
se events are forced to a radical change of pressure 
and temperature in a very short period of time.

This salt drillings and puddles, the maps and as-
phalt sheets translate the behavior of matter into 
a broader non-anthropocentric angle. They reveal 
themselves as relative or transitory states in relation 
to human perspective.

Carlos Irijalba 2014
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High Tides
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The World is already full and does not contain us.
Saint Jerome.

One must go back some three centuries to the geo-
logical discovery of deep time, of the actual thick-
ness of our planet, at the end of the 17th century, 
to pinpoint the origins of a change of paradigm, a 
leap in historical perspective from  6.000 years to 
4.500 million years. That sudden expansion of his-
tory meant our physical confrontation with the mass 
of time. The discovery of time matter led to the birth 
of the relative, the questioning of the now, in relation 
to dimension and scale.

This research focuses on Urdaibai, a territory lo-
cated in the Basque Country, which was declared a 
Biosphere Reserve in 1984, an event that stands as 
a cut, a change of perspective for a specific domain. 
A thin superficial change in history, not in political or 
social but in geographical terms, a measurement of 
time where all interventions on a human scale are 
blurred and become, for the time being, the surface.

The experience of that time turned relief, places 
temporal delimitations of geology, such as the Holo-
cene[1], in relation with the Anthropocene[2], along-
side contemporary time lapses closer to our scale 
such as the weather, seasons, urban planning and 
politics might be.  

The project relies on natural and artificial proces-
ses for a parallel analysis of geological and social 
structures of development. For instance: how a pro-
cess of sedimentation or mineral crystallisation can 
visually embody processes of maturation, evolution 
and social cohesion. Or conversely: how a volcanic 
composition with characteristic effervescent caver-
nous formations, developed rapidly over time (fast 
crystallisation), can suggest similarities on a formal 
plane with, say, a revolution.

The title High Tides points to this relation between 
times, to the minimal but constant intervention of 
now, of the present and its representation. Lapses 
such as the lunar cycle or the tides, which more or 
less imperceptibly influence an existing medium de-
pending on the perspective one has toward what is 
unfolding.

High Tides

[1]  The last phase of the Quaternary Period that stretches from 
11,700 years ago to the present day and coincides with the end 
of the last glaciation.

[2]  Term used to describe the present period in the Earth’s history 
since human activity had a significant global impact.
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High Tides consists on the relativision of structures 
and processes of evolution. States of matter are only 
partly solid or liquid, or prove to be generalisations 
about more complex states. The anthropocentric in 
its relation to territory suffers from a similar lack of 
perspective, or from what Virilio calls grey ecology.

 Both the 17th century cut and that of 1984 are 
notches in a space-time continuum of objective rea-
lity, and their connotations, be they positive or nega-
tive, will depend upon the readings or interventions 
that might be applied to them. Here we are handling 
the gap between both moments, from the entry of a 
new agent into the layer dynamics, until this agent 
(ourselves) becomes self-aware , as stratum and as 
critical space.

Substance is what it is and accident what takes 
place. Whether it is a strata cut or an apple falling, 
the accident lets us know its substance, it unveils its 
qualities in relation with the time line. Something si-
milar happens with us as accidents, as active agents 
that represent the beginning of a stratum with its 
own consciousness. In Urdaibai there is a possibi-
lity (though not the concrete fact) of human action 
as a constructive agent that is perhaps not additive, 
subtractive or fluctuating like the tides; but above all, 
self-aware.

“Exoticism is everything that is other”, said Victor Se-
galen. That other is simply beneath, it is the endotic. 
Tropical Euskadi is underneath; the place where our 
feet stand is at once volcano, reef, and submarine 
valley. What a new entry into this stratigraphic cons-
truction contains, as it is now, is the precise quality of 
not yet having been written.

 

Carlos Irijalba. Urdaibai, 2012
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2007 — 2011

Unwilling Spectator — 66 / 75
       Inertia — 76 / 79

Twilight — 80 / 87
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Unwilling Spectator
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Through this presence and the accompanying docu-
mentation that took place over the next month, a new 
sense of the distance between the circumscribed 
element and its host was set in play. Negative action 
over the next year and beyond opens up the object 
of this intervention to the degree of irrelevance that 
the place lends it and what happened in a location 
that is not its own gives way, unattended, to the pre-
vious continuum of excluding realities.

Beijing 2010 

Unwilling Spectator

Take the most usual spot in our everyday practice, 
the room, say, that one grew up in over the course 
of 14 years, observe the sparse experience that has 
been gleaned from it, and this will graphically reveal 
how limited our subjective spatial circuit is: from the 
door to the bed, from the bed to the wardrobe, from 
the wardrobe to the table… This sparsity becomes 
yet more evident if we transfer this exercise to the 
sphere of contemporary public space. The real expe-
rience of the Atlantic Ocean on a Madrid-New York 
flight is 8 hours of pressurised cabin, a long shout 
from any connotation associated with that huge 
mass of water.

On an intermediate scale, the circuit of interurban 
connections and spaces materialises in our everyday 
practice as a kind of distancing of the real, making 
adjacent spots ultradistant: like the simultaneous 
experiencing of the same point on a motorway, be-
tween a workman sweeping the hard shoulder and 
another person passing in a car.

Unwilling Spectator details these relative mecha-
nisms of time and experience, with the support of 
parameters such as inertia or tempo. It takes the 
shape of an intervention upon one of those small 
gardened spaces set within a motorway ring road. A 
space that’s been encircled a thousand times by the 
circuit that defines it but has never been approached. 
A location whose experience is residual or null.

The first part of the intervention consisted of jour-
neying every day over a number of weeks to the Lai-
guangying intersection on the 5th Ring Highway of 
Beijing in order to reconnoitre these spaces between 
roads and study how they are constructed so as not 
to be experienced. The incongruity of their scale in 
relation with one’s own, their layout, their tempo, etc. 
Having situated the subject dimensionally in rela-
tion to the place, it was decided as a second step to 
produce some spatial permutation by establishing a 
small bonsai forest within the isle the ring road encir-
cles. A situation of synecdoche of the spot is thereby 
generated, where the radically contrasting tempos of 
both elements are dissolved and their absolute cha-
racters become more relative.
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Inertia
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Inertia, device and residue

Just as an eye blink denies the presence of a spe-
cific space or time within a continuum, so a frame 
freezes a particular place and moment. It is the indivi-
sible unit of the audiovisual mechanism, and its basic 
inductor is light. Thereby begins a journey that takes 
us from the real to the represented, finally leading us 
to that ultimate reality, the document.

Inertia deals with the construction of reality. The pie-
ce emerged from some scenes, not included in the 
video of the twilight project, that refer to the transit 
of light from one location to another. In both projects 
the lighting device engages directly with the real. In 
inertia, the route is a place and the vector imposes 
itself on the object. The present then tends to disa-
ppear in a continuous movement and what happens 
is indeed its non-presence.

In the process of preparing inertia, the need to 
question the structural parameters inherent to all 
audiovisual productions emerged. It is well-known 
that technical efforts are precisely measured in the 
film industry based on the profitability of certain 
scenes. This is the hierarchy of images. Reacting to 
this, we confront inertia using pure analogic proce-
dures. Here, the need we have to limit ourselves to 
the real is imposed against the indolent resource of 
post-production.

Over its four-minutes length, inertia responds to the 
conventions of rhythm, visual axes, and other narrati-
ve norms with the rules that we use to assimilate the 
entire audiovisual spectrum. There occurs a specific 
accident between the fragile rules of narration and 
the sophistication of what is staged, confronted with 
the inescapable physical connotations of gravity, 
weight, or the volume of the elements in its service.

Bilbao 2012
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Twilight
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Lat: 43° 28’ 33.1026” Long: 3° 47’ 32.2044” 
Lat: 43° 5’ 57.2202” Long: 1° 31’ 12.8382”

Twilight consists of the displacing of a floodlighting 
tower for a football pitch, a space that is hyperdefi-
ned by and for spectacle, whose descriptive lighting 
presents the subject of its attention as the only one 
that exists. This tower has been transferred to one 
of Europe’s last forests, Irati, in the North of Nava-
rre, creating as a replica a redefinition of the real as 
visible employing the language proper to spectacle.

The project deals with the way in which western 
culture builds reality through light. Natural lighting 
provides a consistent space-time dimension, while 
the west’s approach to light, in contrast, goes be-
yond the manufacture of an eternal day to rupture 
structures and cycles towards the construction of 
an abstract medium that loses all relations except 
in relation to itself. Fire as the first artifice and, later, 
artificial light have symbolised the place of transfor-
mation. Spectacle has inherited the place and hyp-
notic qualities of fire and has marked out the plane 
of the visible so that it can be digested, transferring 
attention towards a series of pseudo-events. 

Representation of place is now insufficient. The 
project poses this installation as the need for the real 
beyond its image. The last place is the place itself.

Irati, 2008

Twilight
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           2014        ·  Open Studios at Rijksakademie. 

Amsterdam.
                            ·  Amalgam. Solo show curated 

by Julia Geerlings. Galerie Van 
Gelder. Amsterdam.

                            ·  Concrete. Curated by Geral-
dine Barlow. MUMA Museum,       
Melbourne. 

                            ·  Lost in Landscape. Curated 
by  Gerardo Mosquera. MART 
Trento.

                            ·  The surface. Galeria Juan Silió
                              Santander.
                            ·  Insights into the Wemhöner Co-

llection. OSRAM Höfe, Berlin.
                            ·  Artists’ Film at Carroll/Fletcher, 

London.
  
            2013       ·  High Tides. Galerie Sherin Najjar. 

Berlin
                            · Coleccion VIII CA2M. Madrid.
                            ·  L’Comme Lumiére. Gaitè Liri-

que. Paris

            2012       ·  UrdaibaiArte. Curated by Alberto 
Sanchez Balmisa. Urdaibai.

                            ·  Delimitations. Curated by Ghila 
Limon. Herzliya Museum Israel.

                            ·  Lost sites. Curated by Teresa 
Blanch. Centro Huarte. Spain.

                            ·  Urban Proyections. Yokohama 
Art Center. Japan.

            2011       ·  No one is an Island. Curated 
by Omar Lopez Chaoud. Gover-
nors Island LMCC. New York.

                            ·  Entre Temps. Curated by Francois 
Lostau. Le Carre, Bayone.

                            ·  Rencontres internationales.      
Centre Pompidou, Paris. 

            

1979, Pamplona

Academic background/ Residencies

    2013/14         ·  Rijksakademie van beeldende 
kunste. Amsterdam.

           2009        · ISCP Program New York.

           2004        ·  UDK: Universität der Kunst. Prof. 
Lothar Baumgarten. Berlin.

           2003        ·  Graduated in Fine Arts at the Bas-
que Country University. Bilbao.

           1998        ·  Graduated at the Pamplona 
School of Art. Pamplona

Selected exhibitions

           2015        ·  Concrete. Curated by Geraldine 
    Barlow. Tophane-i Amite Cultu-
re and Arts Center. Istambul.

                            ·  Invincible forest. Curated by 
Annie Le Brun Museum of Con-
temporary Art. Zagreb. 

                            ·  Listen to the stones, think like 
a mountain. Curated by Evelien 
Bracke. Galerie Tatjana Pieters 
Gent.

                            ·  “Drink me”. Curated by Noemi 
Mendez DA2 Salamanca.

                            ·  Skins. Solo show at Galeria Moisés 
Pérez de Albéniz. Madrid.

                            ·  The Third Place. Solo show at 
MUN Museum. Pamplona.   

           

C.V.                             
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Prizes/Grants

       2013/14       ·  Rijksakademie van beeldende 
kunste. Amsterdam.

             2010       · Revelation PhotoEspaña Prize.
                            · Awarded CAM Arts Grant.
                            · ISCP Artist in residence NY.

            2009       · First Prize Purificación García.
                            · Honor Mention Generaciones      
                            · Matadero Madrid Mobility prize.
                            ·  MA Studio Resident Grant. 

Beijing.

      2007/08      ·  Marcelino Botín Foundation 
Visual Arts Grant.

            2006       ·  Bilbao Arte Foundation Resi-
dent Grant.

                            ·  Fine Arts Award Colegio de 
España. Paris.

            2005       ·  Environment. Galeria Juan Silió
                              Santander.
                            · Visual Arts Grant for Creation           
                              Government of Navarre.

            2004       ·  Guggenheim Bilbao Photogra-
phy Grant.      

                            ·  First Prize Young Navarre 
artists.

            2003       ·  Scholarship Universität der 
Kunst. Berlin.  

         

            2010       ·  Welcome home. Galeria Moisés 
Pérez de Albéniz. Pamplona.

                            · Off Móstoles. CA2M,  Móstoles.
                            ·  25 years INJUVE Art Prize. Cura-

ted by Maria Corral. Tabacalera 
Madrid.

                            ·  Spain on the edge. Instituto Cer-
vantes Chicago.

                            ·  Queens move. White Box Sa-
tellite, Long Island City, NY.

            2009       ·  Atopía. Curated by Ivan de la 
Nuez. CCCB  Barcelona 

                            ·  Rencontres Internationales Jeu 
de Paume Paris. Reina Sofia 
Madrid.

                            ·  RISK. Carlos Irijalba and Jasone 
Miranda. MA Studio. Beijing

                            ·  Generaciones 2009. Itinerant. 
Spain.

                            ·  Itinerarios 07-08. Beca Artes 
plásticas. Marcelino Botín Foun-
dation.

            2008       ·  Ajenos. Curated by Raffalella 
Guidobono. Palazzo Sambuca. 
Palermo.

                            ·  Extraños en el paraíso. Basque 
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